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DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Brussels, Bruges, Antwerp, and Ghent will lead you straight to

the very best this region has to offer. Whether you're looking for the things not to miss at the Top 10

sights, vibrant festivals and lively nightlife, or want to find the best spot in Brussels for superb

Belgian beer, this fully updated guide with pull-out map is the perfect pocket-sized companion. The

guide is divided by area with restaurant reviews for each, as well as recommendations for hotels,

bars, and places to shop. Rely on dozens of Top 10 lists â€” from the Top 10 purveyors of fine

chocolate to the Top 10 Art Nouveau landmarks to the Top 10 restaurants, outdoor activities, shops,

and hotels in the region. There's even a list of the Top 10 things to avoid. You'll find the insider

knowledge you need to explore every corner of this region with DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top

10 Brussels, Bruges, Antwerp, and Ghent.
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"This [DK Eyewitness Travel: Top 10] might be the best traveling companion to throw in your pack.

It's a slim and sleek overviewâ€¦ loaded with practical and useful content." â€” Gadling.com"Knownâ€¦

for its four-color maps, photos and illustrations, the [DK] Eyewitness Guides are extremely

user-friendly for travelers who want their information delivered in a concise, visual way." â€” Chicago

Tribune"The best optionâ€¦ Color photos, maps, and diagrams bring the place to life." â€” The

Philadelphia Inquirer --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.



This book is useful and concise in its content, especially then these specifics cities/towns are in the

travel itinerary. Yet, it is a compact book and easy to pack in one's back pack or suitcase. The

photos are beautiful and helped identify the specific place, location, churches/cathedrals and

monuments.

I agree with a prior review---this is not a great book for budget travelers, but still, it's a nice overview

for someone who's only going to be there a few days and only wants highlights.Beware, tho. The

guide says Brussels is part french, part flemish, so to be safe, just rely on english. I found 2 things.

First, all language i heard was french. All shops, bars, restaurants--greeted me and spoke to me in

french. The only time i heard flemish/dutch was when i overheard a few poeple on the street talking

to each other. When i asked (in french) if shop keepers spoke english, they said yes, but only about

half really could speak much.Second: other than the machines to buy a ticket for a tram or train,

there is no English there. On some trains the electronic signs were in Flemish and French, in others,

they were only in french. Nothing in English (which is contrary to what this book says). The book

didnt warn of this...it gives a false sense of security for English-only speakers.

Fast and Basic. Just a companion, not the sole guide to rely on. Best to read prior the "main" guide,

and an excellent guide to carry on.

Recommended for travelers that can spend more than few hours in the city. We just were there 3

hours and those were not enough for all the beautiful and interesting places included in the Top 10.

A small, concede, and helpful guide to the important sights. Helpful information. And good street

maps, one of which is in a pocket of the bood and can be removed.

This book is what it claims to be - the top 10 in Brussels, Bruges, etc. I *thought* I wanted

something small, compact and high-level like this, but when I was actually In Brussels (and In

Bruges), especially with my Belgian hosts, I found out I really wanted something more in-depth and

detailed.So I can't fault the book for what it is. Just make sure you want a high-level overview book if

you get this one, but if you want any detail at all I would recommend getting something larger,

thicker and more detailed.

Not easily usable. Their books are great but the kindle version is worthless. I wish I knew how to



send it back.

clear directions and very informative!
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